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UNIQUENESS IN THE CAUCHY PROBLEM
FOR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS1

BY

ROGER M. HAYNE

Abstract. In a classical paper S. Täcklind (Nova Acta Soc. Sei. Upsaliensis

(4) 10 (1936), 1-57) closed the uniqueness question for the Cauchy problem

for the heat equation with a general growth hypothesis which was both

necessary and sufficient. Täcklind's proof of the sufficiency involved an

ingenious bootstrapping comparison technique employing the maximum

principle and a comparison function constructed from the Green's function

for a half cylinder. G. N. Zolotarev (Izv. Vyss. Ucebn. Zaved. Matematika 2

(1958), 118-135) has extended this result using essentially the same tech-

nique to show that Täcklind's uniqueness condition remains sufficient for a

general second order parabolic equation provided the coefficients are regu-

lar enough to permit the existence and estimation of a Green's function. We

have now shown, using a new approach which replaces the construction

based upon a Green's function by an appropriate comparison solution of
the maximizing equation (G Pucci, Ann. Mat. Pura Appl. 72 (1966),

141-170), that Täcklind's condition is sufficient without any regularity
conditions on the coefficients.

I. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with the question of

uniqueness of solutions of the initial value problem

Lu - du/dt = /   in H = R" X (0, T),

u(x, 0) = <p(x)    for x £ R", (1.1)

where 0 < T < oo and L is a second order elliptic operator of the form

L - 2 *(*. ') ä£j- + 2 b,(x, t) {- +c(x, t) (1.2)
ij-i OX¡OXj ■_l OX;

with variable coefficients ay, b¡ and c defined in H. It suffices, by linearity, to

consider only the homogeneous case / = <p s 0. It is well known in fact ([5],

[6]» [7], [9]) that without additional restrictions on the solution function u
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374 R. M. HAYNE

uniqueness will fail, but that in certain cases it can be restored by imposing a

growth condition as \x\2 = 2"=,x,2 -» co.

For the simplest case, that of the heat equation

à dxf   & '

Tychonoff [7] has shown that uniqueness holds within the class of solutions

such that

\u(x, t)\ < M exp(/t|x|2)   for (x, t) £ H

where M, /t > 0 are constant. Holmgren [2] has relaxed this condition to

\u(x, t)\ < M exp(íi|x|2log|x|). (1.3)

On the other hand, given e > 0, Tychonoff has constructed a nontrivial

solution of the homogeneous problem such that

\u(x, t)\ < M exp(jti|x|2+e)   for (x, t) E H.

Finally Täcklind [6] completely closed this question for the heat equation by

showing that in the class of solutions u such that for some constant ju > 0,

\u(x, t)\ < exp(/i|x|/?(|x|))   for (x, t) £ H, \x\ > 1 (1.4)

where p(r) is some given positive continuous function, uniqueness holds if

and only if

r^)=+°° (*'>-&'«>     **>
To establish the sufficiency of (1.5) Täcklind used the Green's function for

the cylinder (|x| < /, 0 < t < T) to obtain an estimate for any solution there

in terms of its maximum value on the bottom (|x| < /, t = 0), its maximum

on the sides (x = /, 0 < r < 7"), and an exponential factor. With this crucial

estimate, (1.5), and an ingenious boot strapping argument he has shown that

a solution of the homogeneous problem which satisfies (1.4) must be

arbitrarily small. Necessity is demonstrated by both Täcklind and Tychonoff

with the explicit construction of a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous

problem using the theory of quasianalytic functions (see [1]).

Generalizing in another direction Krzyañski [3] showed that the Tychonoff

condition (1.3) also is sufficient to guarantee uniqueness for operators L of

the from (1.2) provided the coefficients are bounded and continuous. Using

techniques similar to those of Täcklind, Zolotarev [9] improved Krzyañski's

results by showing that (1.5) is a sufficient condition to give uniqueness of

solutions of (1.1) in the class (1.4) if the coefficients are sufficiently regular

(for example C2+a and bounded). These regularity conditions are essential to
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assure the existence of a Green's function from which Zolotarev, like Täck-

lind, derived the crucial estimates. In the case that the coefficients of L are

constant, Zolotarev constructed a counterexample, like that of Täcklind, to

show that (1.5) is necessary. It should be noted that Zolotarev actually

worked with systems of equations of which our problem is a special case.

Our main purpose in this paper is to establish, with conditions only on the

magnitudes of the coefficients, the following:

Theorem. Solutions of (1.1) in the class (1.4) with the function rp(r)

nondecreasing are unique provided the Täcklind condition (1.5) holds.

A precise statement, in more general form, is given in §11, in an extended

maximum principle (Theorem III) and its corollaries. We stress here that all

conditions on the regularity of the coefficients have been removed, which is

of some significance for nonlinear problems. Our proof includes the use of a

modified version of Täcklind's bootstrapping argument. Our principal inno-

vation, however, is the use of the recent theory of elliptic extremal operators

(see [4]) to obtain a comparison function independent of coefficient regularity

which is then used to derive the crucial estimates. This is in contrast to

Täcklind and Zolotarev who depend upon a Green's function for this

purpose, thus restricting themselves to regular coefficients.

We define our notation and basic hypothesis, state the principal results and

prove all but the most difficult (Theorems I and II) in §11. In §111 we

introduce extremal operators and outline their application to our problem.

We then construct our comparison function and establish some of its

properties (Theorem III). The proof of our modification of Täcklind's basic

comparison theorem (Theorem I) is given in §IV.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to my advisor,

Professor J. K. Oddson, whose help and guidance was invaluable in this

work.

II. Notation and basic results. We shall denote by x = (x„ ..., x„) a point

in R", n > 1, by |x| the usual Euclidean norm

/ n      \1/7

W = (¿x,2J   ,

and by ñ a fixed open subset of R" X (0, 00). In ß we shall consider second

order parabolic partial differential operators of the form

L=±^ay(x,t)-^ + ±bi(x,t)^+c(x,t)- -d(x,t)ft      (2.1)

with coefficients ay, b¡, c and d which are defined and satisfy the following

conditions for all (x, t) E ß:
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(i) yy_xay(x, iMj > «I4|2 for ail £ £ R",

(ii)2?_,û„(x,0=l,
(iii) b, are bounded and (2".,¿2)1/2 < ß/\x\,

(iv) rf(x, i) > A: > 0,
(v) c(x, t) < c0.

Here a, ¿8, A: and c0 are some fixed constants satisfying a, ß > 0 and A: > 0.

In this and other sections we will need the additional constants h = 1 — (n —

\)aandv = 2-(l - /T'(l + ß - h)).

Remark 1. The conditions (i)-(v) are solely on the magnitudes of the

coefficients of (2.1). There are no regularity assumptions. More generally, in

many of our results we could, in fact, permit the operator L to be quasilinear

with coefficients which also involve the solution function u and its derivatives

provided that these coefficients, as functions of x and t after insertion of the

particular function u, satisfy (i)-(v)-

Remark 2. Condition (ii) will be a convenient normalization. It can be

achieved for any uniformly parabolic operator of the form
n g2

L = 2Ay(x, t)-¿^

+ ÍBi(x,t)±+C(x,t)--j¡

with bounded coefficients by dividing by the positive function 2"„,j4„. Note

that (i) and (ii) imply that 0 < a < \/n, \/n < h < 1 and v < 1/2.

Remark 3. It is well known that operators of the form (2.1) enjoy the weak

maximum principle, i.e. any sufficiently regular solution of Lu > 0 in a

bounded domain must attain its maximum on the "parabolic boundary" of

that domain. More precisely, if ñ(x, t) = (nx(x, t), nt(x, t)) denotes the unit

outer normal for (x, t) £ 3ß when it exists and if

E = {(x, t) £3ß: ñ(x, t) exists and ñ(x, t) = (0, 1)},

then the parabolic boundary of ß is given by

3,ß = (3ß)\£.

The statements and proofs of our results will require the definition of

several sets.

Definition 2.1. For / > 1 and t0> Owe define:

D(l, t0) = -¡(x, t) £ R" X (0, co): |x| < I, t0 < t < t0

*('2-l)    k(l-\x\)2\]

8A(2 - v) ' 8A(2 - v) ¡V
+ mm
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í *(/ - \x\f \
P(l, to) =    (x, i) £ R" X (0, co): 1< |x| < /, t - f0 +  ^ _ y)  |,

Q(l,t0) = ttnD(i,t0),

Y(l,t0) = {(x,tQ)Edn(l,t0):\x\<l},

S(i, t0) = (ßnP(/,f0)) \ (r(/, t0) u 3,0),

§(/, /0) - (a^ö) n [ Djüö) \ (T(/, *o) u S(/, *„))]•

Remark 1. The domain D(l, t0) takes the place of the cylinder Q(l, t0) =

{(x, t): |x| < I, t > t0) in which Täcklind and Zolotarev use the Green's

function. The unusual shape of D (I, t0) is due to the character of the

comparison function which we construct (see §111).

Remark 2. Let us note that dpQ(l, t0) = S (I, t0) u Y(l, to) u S (/, t0). In the

particular case ß = H = R" X (0, T) and 0 < /0 < T < co then ß(/, /0) and

S (I, t0) are the portions of D(l, t0) and P(l, t0), respectively, with t < T,

S (/, f0) = 0 and Y(i, t0) is the bottom of D (I, t0).

Our proofs will use Täcklind's technique with modifications to handle the

more complicated sets with which we are working. One particular type of

estimate appears repeatedly in a bootstrapping argument which eventually

leads to the conclusion that the solution function is arbitrarily small. We

extract this critical property in the form:

Definition 2.2 (Property (T)). We say that a real valued function u has

property (T) in a set D if for each ß(/, /0) contained in D the two conditions

(a)lim sup • k(x, t) < Kx,
<x,t)->TV,t0)
(x,/)en(/,/0)

lim sup    u(x, t) < Kx + K2      (Kx, K2 > 0)
(x, /)-»S(/, /„)

<x,t)ea(i,t0)

(b)

imply that

u(x, t) < Kx + CK2 exp -
*(/ - \x\f \
8h(t - ,0) ]

(2.2)

for all (x, /) £ 0,(1, t0), where C is some constant independent of the choice of

/ or to.

We are now ready to state the main results of this paper:

Theorem I (Comparison Theorem). Suppose p(r) is a positive, continuous,

real valued function defined for r > 1 with rp(r) nondecreasing such that

drr P{r)
=   +00.
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Let T, e > 0, M, fi > 0 and l > 1 be given. Then there is a real number I* > /

such that the conditions

(1) u has property (T) in ß(/*, 0),

(2) hm sup(jCi,)_r(/.mu§(y.0). íXt¡)eSKf,o)u(x, t) < 0,

(3) u(x, t) < Meiwp<W> for (x, t) E ß(/*, 0), |x| > 1,

imply that u(x, t) < efor all (x, t) E 2(1*, 0) with \x\ < I and t < T.

We shall prove this theorem in §IV. There we will also see that under our

assumption that rp(r) is nondecreasing the Täcklind condition (1.5) and our

seemingly stronger condition J'xp~l(r)dr= +oo are actually equivalent.

Since e can be arbitrarily small, Theorem I shows the question of uniqueness

in the initial value problem (1.1) can be reduced to proving that solutions

satisfy property (T) in the sets ß(/*, 0). Täcklind and Zolotarev used a

Green's function in the simpler domains Q (I, t0) for this purpose whereas we

accomplish it with the aid of a comparison function having the following

properties in D (I, t0):

Theorem II. Let L be an operator (2.1) satisfying (i)-(v) with c0 < 0. For any

I > 1 and t0 > 0, there exists a nonnegative function v such that

(II-l) v is twice continuously different ¡able with respect to the x variables and

once with respect to t in D(l, tQ) and v is continuous in D(l, ?0)\{(x, t0):

\x\ = /},

(II-2)Lü < 0inD(l,to),

(II-3) v(x, t0) = Ofor \x\ < I,
(II-4) v(x, t) > B > Oon the parabolic sides P(l, t0),

(II-5)u(x, i) < ylexp(-A:(/ - \x\)2/Sh(t - t0)) inD(l, t0).

Here A and B are positive constants depending only upon the operator L (in

fact only on the constants a, ß and n).

The proof of this theorem will also be deferred, to be given in §111 in a

series of lemmas.

With the aid of these fundamental theorems (I and II) we can now

establish our main results. Applying first Theorem II we have

Lemma 2.1. Let L be an operator (2.1) satisfying (i)-(v) w'th c0 < 0. Suppose

u(x, t) is a function, differentiable with respect to t and twice differentiable with

respect to x in ß, such that

Lu > 0   in ß,    lim sup u(x, t) < 0.

(i,/)eí¡

Then u has property (T) in ß(/*, Oí) for any I* > 1.

Proof. Let / > 1 and t0 > 0 be such that ß(/, /0) C ß(/*, 0). Suppose that

Kx, K2 > 0 are constants such that
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lim sup   u(x, t) < Kx   and
(*,0-»r(/,/0)
(jc,r)ea(/,f0)

lim sup   u(x, t) < Kx + K2
(x,0*-»S(/,i0)
(x,/)eß(/,io)

and consider the function

w(x, ;) = Kx + K2v(x,t)/B - u(x, t)

in ß(/, /0), where v is the comparison function and B the constant given in

Theorem II. We note that

La = cKx + K2Lv/B - Lu < c0Kx < 0   in ß(/, t0).

Moreover we have

lim inf   u(x, t) > Kx -   lim sup   u(x, t) > 0,
(x,í)->r(/,í0) (x,t)^T(!.tQ)

(x,t)<=ii(t,t0) (j,i)eí¡(í,/0)

lim inf   w(x, t) > —   lim sup   u(x, t) > 0
(i,/)-»S(/,/0) (*,i)->S(/,/o)

(*,Oen(/,'o) (Ar,/)en(/,'o)

and

/ ^2 \
lim inf   w(x,/) >       lim K, -\—— v(x, t)   —   lim sup   u(x, t)

(x,t)^s(i,,o) (x,t)-+s(i,,0) \ B 7     {x<i)_sa,o)
(x,t)eQ(l,t0) (x,t)BQ(l,t0) (i,/)eß(/,i0)

>(KX + K2) -(Kx + K2) = 0.

From the weak maximum principle, since 3pß(/, t0) = Y(l, t0) u S (I, t0) U

S (/, /0) we conclude that w > 0 in ß(/, /0). Using (II-5) we then obtain

/     A:(/-|x|)2\
«(x, t)<Kl + CK2 expl - U{{ _ ^  I    in ß(/, t0)

which establishes the result.

We now combine Theorem I and Lemma 2.1 to obtain our major result:

Theorem III (Extended Maximum Principle). Let L be an operator (2.1)

satisfying (i)-(v). Suppose u(x, t) is a function, differentiable with respect to t

and twice differentiable with respect to x in ß, such that

Lu > 0   in ß,

lim sup u(x, t) < 0.
(x,i)->3„fi

(i,()Êiî

If, in addition, there is a positive, continuous function p(r) defined for r > 1 with

rp(r) nondecreasing such that

u(x, t) < Mexp[ jii|x|/>(|x|)]   for (x, t) E ß, |x| > 1
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for some constants M, u > 0 and

•co    ¿rr P(r)
=  +00,

then u(x, t) < 0 in Ü.

Proof. Suppose first that c0 < 0. Fix (x*, t*) E ß and let e > 0 be given.

Choose / > max(l, |x*|), T > t* and let /* be the constant given by Theorem

I. Since, by Lemma 2.1, « has property (T) in ß(/*, 0), we can apply Theorem

I to obtain w(x*, t*) < e. The conclusion follows since e > 0 and (x*, t*) £

ß were arbitrary.

If now c0 > 0 we consider the function u(x, t) = exp[ —c0t/k]u(x, t),

noting that L*u > 0 in ß, where

r*     t     c° ;     V        32     , yt   3    . /       co,\       ,9
L = L - Td = j?,*^ + £lb>'S* + Ie - Td)' ~dTt

is an operator of the form (2.1) satisfying (i)-(v) with

c - c0d/k < c — c0 < 0.

Clearly we have

lim sup u(x, t) < 0
(x,t)-*3pQ

(x,l)BQ

and, for (x, t) E ß, |x| > 1,

<o(x,0< A/exp[u|x|/7(|x|)].

We may now conclude, using the first part of the proof, that w, and thus u, is

nonpositive in ß.

Remark. Replacing u by —u in Theorem HI gives the usual companion

result which we do not state.

As a useful application of Theorem III we have

Corollary 1 (A priori estimate). Let L be an operator of the form (2.1)

satisfying (i)-(v) w'(h c0 < 0. Suppose u(x, t) is a function, differentiable with

respect to t, twice differentiable with respect to x in ß and continuous in ß, such

that, for some constants M, u < 0,

\u(x, t)\ < Mexp[ /i|x|/>(|x|)]   for (x, t) £ ß, |x| > 1

with p as in Theorem III. If, for 0 < T < co, we set ßr = {(x, /) £ ß:

/ < T), then we have the estimate

\u(x, t)\ < sup \u(x, t)\ + £ sup |L«(x, /)|   for all (x, t) E ßr.
O„uty il y

Proof. For ease of notation, set
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A = sup \u(x, t)\   and   B = sup\Lu(x, t)\.

If either A or B is infinite there is nothing to prove; otherwise, consider the

functions

o> = A + tB/k ± «   in ßr.

We have

La = cA - dB/k ±Lu<-B±Lu<0   in ßr,

w = A + tB/k ±u>A±u>0   on 3pßr

and finally, in fir,

u(x, t)> A + /5/A: - \u(x, t)\ > -\u(x, t)\

> -M exp[/i(x)/>(|*|)]-

Using the remark after Theorem III we may conclude that w > 0 in ßr which

completes the proof.

Remark. If c0 > 0 we may obtain the corresponding estimate

|«(x, t)\ < exp Î' ( sup \u(x, t)\ + -r sup \Lu(x, t)\ )    in ß7
\3.ar k  aT j

by considering the function w = exp[- c0t/k]u as in Theorem III.

Uniqueness and continuous dependence on the data now follow easily.

Corollary 2. Let L be an operator (2.1) satisfying (i)-(v). Suppose f and <p

are functions defined on ß and dpü respectively. In the class of functions u,

differentiable with respect to t, twice differentiable with respect to x in ß and

continuous in ß u3,ß such that \u(x, t)\ < M[exp u|x|/>(|x|)] for some con-

stants M, ¡i > 0 and all (x, t) E ß, |x| > 1, withp as in Theorem III, solutions

of the problem

Lu = f   in ß,

u = tp   on 3pß,

when they exist, are unique and depend continuously on the data, f and <p, in the

supremum norm in ßr/or any 0 < T < oo.

Remark. As a special case this establishes the result mentioned in the

Introduction for the slab H = R" X (0, T).

It should be noted, in conclusion, that Theorem III and Corollary 1 also

apply in the case when L is quasilinear in the sense that was mentioned

earlier in this section. On the other hand, Corollary 2 does not apply without

additional assumptions on the operator L, since the proof makes explicit use

of linearity. For the homogeneous problem / = <p = 0, however, uniqueness

still follows directly from Corollary 1.
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HI. The comparison function and proof of Theorem II. In this section we

construct our comparison function and verify its properties as given in

Theorem II. For a fixed t0 > 0 and / > 1 the function we wish to consider for

this purpose is given in the cylinder Q(l, t0) = {(x, t) E R" X (0, oo): |x| < /,

/ > /0) by the formula

v(x, t)=yk/2hlx-v\x\'

with v(x, to) = 0 for |x| < /. Here the constants k, h and v are those defined

in §11 and /_„ denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order

— v.

Before establishing the necessary properties of (3.1) we would like to give

some motivation for its choice. Täcklind and Zolotarev, making use of the

Green's function for their regular operator L, obtained their comparison

function e as a solution of Lv = 0 in Q (I, t0) satisfying the boundary

conditions v(x, /„) = 0 for |x| < / and v(x, t) > 1 for |x| = I, t > t0. This

leads us to seek our comparison function with the same boundary conditions

but satisfying, instead, Lv < 0 in Q (I, t0) since existence of solutions of

Lv = 0 is unknown in general for the operators L (2.1) which we consider.

The theory of extremal operators (see [4]), which we will outline here, plays a

major role in the construction of (3.1) and in the proof of Theorem II.

Let us denote by £„ the class of operators L* of the form

ij=l OX¡OXj

with coefficients ay defined in ß satisfying there the properties (i) and (ii) of

§11. It is easy to see that the class £,/n contains only the operator

«_IS7=,(32/3x2), that a' < a implies ta C £„,, and that Eq contains all

operators that are elliptic or parabolic in ß with respect to the x variables.

Pucci [4] has defined the maximizing operator Ma for the class £a by

Ma[u](x, t) -  sup L*u(x, t) (3.2)
L'ee„

for any function « defined in ß which is twice differentiable with respect to

the x-variables, and has obtained the representation

Ma[u] = a± -ii + (1 - na)Cn[u]
i = 1    OX¡

where C„[u] denotes the largest eigenvalue of the n X n Hessian matrix

(3 2w/3x,3x,). In the special case that », as a function of x, depends on r = \x\

alone Ma[u] takes the simpler form
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Ma[u] 4 hxurr + (\ - hx)ur/r

where

hx =
\-(n- \)a

if«„

if"„

ur/r < 0,

ur/r > 0.

In this section we use the maximizing operator Ma to give a systematic

approach to the construction of (3.1). In fact, if the operator L is of the form

(2.1) satisfying (i)-(v) with c0 < 0 we see that for any sufficiently smooth v,

with v, > 0,

n

Lv < Ma[v] + | 2 b¡vXi\ + cv - k\vt\

(il/2

¿Z>2)    |grad v\ + cv - k\v,\

< Ma[v] + /?|gradu|/|x| + cu - A:|o,|.

If, in particular, v is a nonnegative function of #• = |x| and t with ur, u, > 0 in

Q (I, t0) then we have

Lv < hxv„ + (ß + 1 - A,K/r - A:u,

and the inequality Lv < 0 will follow if t> can be chosen as a solution of the

equation

hxvrr + (ß+l-hx)vr/r-kv, = 0. (3.3)

The nonlinear dependence of A, on the derivatives of v presents still another

problem. If, however, v„ — vr/r is of one sign, say nonnegative, in Q (I, tQ)

then A, = h = 1 — (n — l)a is constant there. In summary the inequality

Lv < 0 will be satisfied for all our operators (2.1) by any sufficiently regular

solution of the linear equation

hvrr + (ß+l-h)vr/r-kv, = 0 (3.4)

having the properties that v, vr, v, and vrr — vjr are all nonnegative. Our

function (3.1) was obtained by Laplace transform techniques as a solution of

this equation (3.4) under the conditions that v(x, t0) = 0 for |x| < / and

lim,^,¿t>(x, t) = 1 for |x| = /.

We now turn to the justification of this procedure. In Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2

we show that the function v, given by (3.1), is well defined, nonnegative and

is sufficiently regular in Q (I, tQ). We then show, in Lemma 3.3, that v satisfies

the linear equation (3.4). In order to justify the use of (3.4) instead of the

nonlinear equation (3.3) we must verify that vrr — vr/r > 0. This inequality

fails, in fact, near the sides of the cylinder Q(l, t0) but does hold (Lemma 3.4)

in the subset D (I, t0) which was chosen for precisely this purpose. Finally the
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result (II-2), Lv < 0 in D (I, t0), follows from Lemma 3.5 (v, > 0) and Lemma

3.6 (vr > 0).
As for the remainder of Theorem II, Lemma 3.2 contains (II-3), (H-4) is the

result of Lemma 3.7 and property (II-5) is given by Lemma 3.8.

Before we state and prove these lemmas we shall need some properties of

Ip(r), the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order/» defined for the

real variable r > 0 and index/? =£ -1, - 2, — 3,... by

(r/2)2k+p

which can be found, for example, in §§3.71 and 7.23 of [8]. The asymptotic

estimates

\l2nr

(r/2)p

as r -» oo, and

asr-»0
Y(p + 1)

show that the function r~pe~rIp(r)(\ + ry+x/2 is a positive, uniformly

bounded function of r so that there are positive constants Xj, and Ap,

depending only upon/?, such that

A, < r-"e-rIp(r)(\ + r)p+l/2< Ap   forr > 0.

For/? > - \ and r > 0 we have the representation

(3.6)

w-y^u^-^-'"«- (3.7)

Integration by parts in (3.7) yields

(r/2)p

'^-W^mt^-^1^
so that, for/» > - \ and r > 0, we have

(r/2)
W - W0 =r(/,Yijr(j)/-ie"'(1 "T,)(1 " ^P~l/2dn > °-

If p = | then

Ip (r) - Ip+, (r) = y/2/<nr (cosh r - sinh r) > 0,

and thus we obtain

W - h+A') > 0   for r > 0 and/7 > \. (3.8)

We will also make constant use of the following well-known relations
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between Bessel functions of different orders and their derivatives, valid for

r > Oand/7 ¥* -1, - 2,... :

^ (/■-% (cr)) = cr-"Ip+x (cr)       (c constant),

■£ (r"Ip (cr)) = cr"Ip _x(cr)   (c constant, p * 0),

|(W) + W')+?W.

^/„(/■)4/..I(r)-/J,+1(r)   (/7^0).

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

In the remainder of this section we will use the nonnegative constant

y = h~x(ß + I — h) and the relations

v = [-(\-y),       1 - v = i> + y = \(l + y). (3.13)

We note that, as a function of t, v defined in (3.1) depends upon t — t0

alone so that it suffices to consider only the case t0 = 0. For convenience we

set

g(r,0 = r_1expi

"(If

A:(/2 + r2)

t" 'expi-

Y'-m
I    k(l2 + r2) \ «       (klr/4ht)2j

[ 4ÄT~ jy?0 j\Y(j + 1 --v)

for r > 0 and / > 0 so that our comparison function (3.1) takes the form

v(x,t)=^Thl^fo-—fdr, |x|. (3.14)

Lemma 3.1. The function g(r, t) is analytic with respect to r and t and satisfies

(3.4) for r > 0 and t > 0.

Proof. The regularity of g is clear from its series representation in (3.14).

In fact, g is also an analytic function of r2 for t > 0 and hence gr(0, /) = 0 for

t > 0. It follows that grr, gjr and g, are all continuous for r > 0 and t > 0 so

that it suffices to show g satisfies (3.4) for r, t > 0. In this case we can

multiply (3.4) by h~lry to obtain the equivalent equation

(r\)- kr-<gt/h = 0.

A direct computation and (3.11) gives the formula

(3.15)
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g,(r, t) = r-t

X

"'expí-

R. M. HAYNE

A:(/2 + z-2)

4fe

A:(/2 + r2)       !

4ht2 f I -'V2/tf /

2/!Z2

/ *fr \ _ 2htv_j    I Ml\
l-"\2ht)       klr    -"\2ht )

Combining terms and using (3.13) we obtain

/     A:(/2 + r2)
&(r,0-r'/-'exp(-4^—

.iííll^.íill),
4ht1 2/

Another simple calculation gives

m-jtMM^

gr(r, t) = t   'exp
A:(/2 + r2)

Akt

X "-(&)]-t&'Am ̂
from which we obtain the representation

A:(/2 + r2)
[r%(r, t)]= riexpL

4ht

X      r rvI_
( — )\2htj

My +1) _.+
2ht

,+       (klr.)

-'\2ht )

kry+1

2ht
,rr      (Jçt\

~'\ 2ht I
kry+x

2ht
r>I    {!*)

-v\2ht)

♦(£)"♦*-.(£)}■

We use (3.9) and then (3.10) with (3.13) to see that

"-4f)]J,-fh'.-.(i)[
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from which we obtain (3.15)

387

/     A:(/2 + r2) \
[r%(r,t)]=rxr>+yexv{-    \k(    'j

X
A:2(/2 + r2)      k(y + 1)

4hlt2,2 2ht -'\2htJ

k2lr

2h2t2
l\-v\

klr_
2ht

= ~hr\{r,t).

Later we shall need the representation

A:(/2 + r2)
SA?, t) = t   'exp

X

/     k(l2 + r>) \

\2ht)       2ht\       r\2ht)

ki
2ht

(3.18)

which was obtained from (3.17) using (3.9) twice.

These properties of g give us

Lemma 3.2. The function v given by (3.1) is well defined in Q(l,0), is

continuously differentiable with respect to t and twice continuously differentiable

with respect to x there, and is continuous in Q (I, 0)\{(x, 0); |x| = /}.

Proof. The interior regularity of v follows from straightforward

computations using (3.6) applied to (3.1), (3.17) and (3.18). To establish the

continuity in Q(l, 0)\((x, 0); |x| = <p} we use (3.6) and the relation v < \ to

obtain

r-7_,(||)< constr'exp

and thus we have, for 0 < r < I, t > 0

\g(r,r)\

klr

2ht

f vr
texp[-k(l-r)2/4hr]

dt < const I   -— —- dr.
A-t VT=~

(3.19)
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This then yields
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lim     v(x,t) = 0   for|x'|</.
(*,0^(*',0) ■   ■
(x.t)BQ(lß)

It remains to show since g is continuous that (3.1) converges as /■-» / for

t > 0. The estimate in (3.19) is not fine enough for this purpose. Returning to

(3.6) we have for r, t > 0

-'\2ht )
< const

(t)'

klr
2ht

<constV7^exp[f ](, + g )

< const^Texp[ g ],

i—1/2

r-1/2

since v < \, and hence we obtain

Ç' 8(l>r)

Jn   V/ — <r
dr < const

/'-'o

rfr

Vt VT
= const

/:

di

ViVi^T
This last integral exists and equals tr.

Note that v is not continuous in Q (I, t0). In fact, v(x, 0) = 0 for |x| < /

while for |x| = / and / > 0 sufficiently small the asymptotic estimate Ip(r) ~

(2w)~ x/2er as r —> oo shows that

,P~ ( a .nr,r>™v[-u2/2hA T (ki2\.

¿T = 1,
Vt Vt- T

which implies that c(x, t) -»Vtt/2 as / -» 0 when |x| = /. We have dropped

the constant V2/77 from (3.1) to simphfy later calculations.

Lemma 3.3. The function v satisfies (3.4) in the cylinder Q(l, 0).

Proof. For r > 0 we may differentiate under the integral to obtain

ß+ 1 -h
hv„ +

= const
-'o

vr — kv,

,hgrr + (ß+l-h)/rgr-kgr
rfr = 0.

Vt - T

The continuity of the functions crr, t?r/r and u, gives the result also for r = 0.

Lemma 3.4. /« D (I, 0),for any I > I, we have

v„ - vr/r > 0. (3.20)
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Proof. Note, first of all, that (3.20) is automatically satisfied with equality

if r = 0 and t > 0. To establish (3.20) for r > 0 we note that v„ - vr/r =

r(vr/r)r and, from (3.17) and (3.9), that

\r ), Jo t2V7^7 V2h i

xNI)-2H-(f)+,,i=-(l))*'
It then suffices to show that

•*-.(&)-M-.(£) + M£)>0    (3-2I)
for r, t in the range

0 < r < I,       0<r<k(l- r)2/$h(2 - v). (3.22)

To simplify notation we set

£ = klr/2hj   and   p = r/l

so that (3.21) and (3.22) are equivalent to

p2/_„© - 2p/,.,(|) + J2_,(9 > 0 (3.21)'

for p and £ in the range

0 < p < 1,       (1 - p)2> 4(2 - »OPE-'• (3.22)'

We apply (3.12) and (3.22)' to (3.23)' to obtain

P2I_r(ï)-2pIx_r(Ç) + I2_v(Ç)

= (1 - P)%-At) - 2p(/,_,(É) - /2-,(*))

+ 2p2(l-y)r,/1-,(l)

4(2 - i>)
>Jl^-¿P/2-,(0 - 2p(/,_,(0 - 72_r(0)

+ 2P2(i-y)r,/,-,(0-

Disregarding the last nonnegative term, using (3.12) again, and finally

applying (3.8) we have (3.21)'

Pa/_,ß)-Vi-,(0 + /2_,ß)

> 2p(/,_,(|) - 73_,(£)) - 2p(/,_,(¿) - 72_,(|))

-2p(/2L (í)-/3_,(|))>0.

Lemma 3.5. 7« D (/, 0) we have

v,(x, t) > t~xv(x, t) > 0. (3.23)
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Proof. By (3.16) and Lemma 3.2 we see that for |x| > 0

°¿*>o-yTh * vo—tvt^—r

r    (Ml)
-v\2hr)

'VT

H¡2 + ñ     (y + 1)

klr T

2ÄT    '"'
(Ml)
\2hr)

dr.

We restrict attention to the term within braces which equals

k(l - r)2      (y + 1)

4ÄT 2 ■\2hr)

+ ML\¡
2hr '

(kt)_j   (Ml)
\2hr)     lx-*\2hT) (3.24)

Since —v>\, (3.8) shows that the last term is nonnegative. For (x, t)

D(l, 0) and 0 < t < t we use (3.13) to note that

4hr

k(l-r)2      k(l-r)2    Sh(2 - r)

4ht 4h k(l - r)2

(i + y)

= 2(2-.)

= 2 + (1 + y) > 1 +

so that (3.24) dominates I_v(klr/2hr). We thus have

v,(x,t)>^Th   l     Jo --—=-r'I_w(^)dr
VT

> y v(x, t)>0   for |x| > 0.

Continuity gives the result then for |x| =0.

Lemma 3.6. In D (I, 0) we have

vr(x, t) > 0.

Proof. Set

(3.25)

T=k(l2- 1)/8A(2- v)

and, for 0 < / < T, denote by 1(f) the radius of the cross section of D(l, t0)

at height / so that we can write D (I, 0) = {(x, t): 0 < t < T, \x\ < ¡(t)). On

the axis x = 0, 0<r<r (3.25) holds with equality by Lemma 3.2. To

obtain the result for |x| > 0, fix t, 0 < / < T, and consider the function
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Sir) = vr/r,

noting that /(0) is finite. Since v is a solution of (3.4) and v, > 0 in D (I, 0),

we have

0 < hv„ + (ß + 1 - ¿K/r = hr(vr/r)r+ (ß + \)(vr/r)

= hrf'(r) + (ß+ l)f(r)   for 0 < r < l(t)

which implies that

(/.</»+!>/*/(,.))' > 0   for 0 < r < l(t).

Noting that (ß + \)h~x > 0 and integrating from zero to r we have

rip+x)/hf(r) > 0   for 0 < r < l(t)

which implies (3.25).

Lemma 3.7. There is a positive constant Bv depending only upon v such that

v(x, t) > Bv   for all (x, t)EP(l,0). (3.26)

Proof. For r = |x| > 0 we can make the change of variable £ = klr/2hr in

(3.1) to obtain

r^- exp  - (I2 + r2)i/2lr] ..
t>(x,/)=v4 /'-"f- J    /•"/_,(£) -Ml

V 2/2 ./Wr/2A, rklr/2hÇ)\/t - klr/2hi 2A£

\2ht\l)        Jklr/2ht    VÏ V£ - W/-/2A/

To simplify notation we set

S = klr/2ht   and   p = r/l

so that we have

r-     1/2r°°exP[-(1+P2X/2p]

^ V¡ V|-5

_       1/7r«>exp[-(l+p2)V2p]

(3.27)

1 Vij Vt/- 1

for 5 >0, 0<p< 1.      (3.28)

OnP(/, 0) we have

4(2 - v)p ,
5 = -4-    with 4 < p < 1

(1 - p)2 '

so that for (x, f) E P(l, 0) we obtain
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V4(2 - V) ,c
exp

(l+p2)r,    4(2 -v)p

2p 0 - pf
Vrj Vn - 1

-xexp[ -2(2-p)r,]

1        V^ Vrj- 1 V4(2 - r)

(1-P)2

/ 4(2 - v)m \

4(2 - v)(yt\
p'exp

XL,

(1 - Pf

4(2 - y)pn

(1 - Pf
We use (3.6) to see that

Pvs-p)
2   exp

P)'

4(2 - v)prt]

(1-P)2

/ 4(2 - iQpi) \

l    (1-P)2   j

> A.
(4(2 - »)pn/ (1 - p)2)" p"V4(2 - v)/ (1 - p)2

(l+4(2-J>,/(l-p)2)1/2"

A-,[4(2 - r)3,/2-i,-'

.1/2-*
((1 - pf + 4(2 - ,)pn)

The companion estimate, which we shall need in Lemma 3.8,

4(2 - v)prqV4(2 - v)

(1-P)2

exp

(1 - Pf

4(2 - v)(yg

(1-P)2

1/2-«-

< A.,
[4(2-,)]—n

((1 - p)2 + 4(2 - v)pri)
1/2-r

ÍAJ.

follows in the same manner. Since (1 — p)2 + 4(2 — v)pr\ is increasing for

0 < p < 1 and i<<{we obtain the bounds

X-  <:    » /4(2 " ">
W<PV(T^?exl

A_,[4(2-,)]1/2-

4(2 - r)pn

(1-P)2

/ 4(2 - y)pn \

'\   (1-P)2   I

(3.29)
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valid for 0 < p < 1 and r¡ > 1. We conclude from the lower estimate that

/•oo exp[-2(2 - v)ti)
v(x, t) > A_, / L    / - dq = Br   on P(l, 0).

Jx t/Vt,- 1

Lemma 3.8. There is a positive constant A, depending only on v such that

k(l-\x\)2I     k(l - |x|)¿ \
v(x, t) < A,exp\^ -       m       j   in D (I, 0). (3.30)

Proof. It suffices by continuity to establish (3.30) for |x| > 0. We use the

representation (3.28)

exp[-(l+p2)£/2p]
c(x,0=VoV-'/2f L -    i/-,(0^

in terms of the variables 5 and p of (3.27). For £ > 5 we have

2(1 + p2)£ = (1 - p)2| + (1 + p)2£

>(l-p)2ô + (l+p)2£

so that we obtain the preliminary estimate

u(x, t) < exp

f

(1 - P)25

4p

exp[-(l+p)2Ô7,/4p]

Vrj Vn - 1
p'-x/2V8I_y(07,)dr¡

= exp
(i - pfs

4p
V(S, p).

Since k(l - r)2(%ht)~x = (1 - p)2ô(4p)_1 the desired result will follow if we

can show that

V(d, p)<Av   for 0 < p < 1 and 8 > 4(2 - v)p/ (1 - p)2.

We shall first estimate V with respect to S for a fixed 0 < p < 1 and then use

the upper bound in (3.29) to obtain (3.31). Consider the function

u(S) =VSexp
(_o^

(Sr,)

for 5 > 4(2 - *<)p(l - p)-2 with tj > 1 and 0 < p < 1 fixed. Differentiation

with respect to 5 and the use of (3.11) yields
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do)

dô
=VSexpf_£iííüL5)

where 5(5) denotes the expression

(Î-") (1  + p)2TJ

5 4p

4p

7_r (fin) + tj7, _,(&»).

For n > 1, j» < | and using the bound on 5 we have

(Î-")      (1+P)2(\-v)       (l+pfy
Ô 4p S 4p

(¡-»)(1-Pf      (l+pf
4p(2 - v)4p

With this estimate and (3.8) we conclude that

5(fi)<7i[7I_F(fin)- 7_,(fin)] <0,

and thus co is a nonincreasing function of 5. It follows that

«(fi)

T,   <   -T).

F(ô,p) = p"-1/2/
1   Vrj Vn- l

dr¡

<

= /

c(4(2 - ,)p/(1 - p)2)
p"  x'2\    -- ¿r,

•^ Vrç Vtj- 1

exp[-(2- v)i¡]

1        Víí Vt,- 1

- /4(2 - v)

V (i - pf
exp

X7_

4(2 - v)(rg

(1-P)2

4(2 - y)pri )

(1-P)2    J
drj.

We finally use (3.29) to obtain

v/a    wa    N«       Nli/2-yr^exp[-(2-y)r,]K(fi, p) < A_,[4(2 - *)] I     ——-    ¿r, = Ay.
J\        tjI/2 + .Vt, -  1

IV. Proof of Theorem I. To establish Theorem I we use the basic technique

of Täcklind suitably modified to take into account the more complicated sets

with which we are working. We divide the proof into two cases depending

upon whether or not the function p tends to infinity with r.

Case 1. lim inîr_>xp(r) < oo. In this case there is a constant P, 0 < P <
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co, and a sequence {r,} with r}: -» oo such that p(rj) < P. Let e, T > 0 and

/ > 1 be given and choose /* = /)■ withy so large that {(x, t) Eil: \x\ < I and

t<T)C 2(1*, 0) and

MC exp! pl*P
k(l* - I)2

ShT
<  E.

Here M, ¡i and C are the constants from the growth condition and property

(T).
From the growth condition we have

lim sup   u(x, t) <    lim sup   M exp(p\x\p(\x\))
(x.t)^S(l'ß)
(jt,/)eß(/',0)

(x,t)->s(i;o)
(x,Oeß(/*,o)

< M exp(pl*p(l*)) < Mexp(jui*P)

since rp(r) is nondecreasing. Applying property (T) with A;, = 0 and K2 =

M exp(pL*P) in 2(1*, 0) we have

u(x,t) < MC exp pl*P -
k(l* - \x\f

Sht
<e

for (x, t) EÜ with |x| < / and t < T.

Case 2. lim^^p^) = +oo. In this case we obtain the result in the set

((x, t) E fi: |x| < /, t < T) by applying the growth condition and property

(T) iteratively on an appropriately chosen finite sequence of sets fi(^, /,) to

estimate u(x, t) for (x, t) E fi and |x| < / for progressively larger values of t.

Täcklind's approach was similar but simpler since he had only to deal with

cylinders.

The choice of the l¡ and the /,. is related to the properties of p and the

divergence of the integral J°°p ~ x(r) dr. For this purpose set

p(r) = infp(5).
s>r

Choose ¡0 > 1 such that p(l0) = p(l0) and (1 + p)l0p(l0) >2 — v. For i =

1,2,..., let /, be the smallest number satisfying

(i)/,>2/,_„

(ü)p(/-) = po;)-
We shall also need the auxiliary sequence [b¡) defined by

Kh-h-if
b-.= i = 1, 2,

Sh(p.+}l)lip(li)'

The divergence of the series 26, will be necessary later for the choice of /*

and the sequence {/,}. The estimates

kl, kl

32/i(l + p)p(li)
< è. <

8A(1 + p)p(li) '
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which follow since l¡ > 21¡_X, show us that the two series 26, and 1,l¡/p(l¡)

converge or diverge together. We will establish the divergence of the series

2£, and also the equivalence of our condition, jrap~x(r)dr= +00, and

Täcklind's, /°°/» ~ x(r) dr = +00, by showing that, when rp(r) is nondecreas-

ing, these two integrals and the series 2 Í//>(/,) all converge or diverge

simultaneously.

We note, from the definition of p, that p(r) > p(r) for all r > 1 and if

/, > 2^_, then») = p(l¡) for 21,., < r < l¡. With this we see that

Ch    dr    ._ Ç21,-,   dr fh      dr

h-i P{r)      A-,     P(r)       '21,., p(r)

^    /,_,      +/,-2/,._,

P(//-i) PC,)

%(/,-,)  + P(//)

so that we have

Ç'n   dr    _    y     /"/,     dr

K   P(r)      ,-n+iA-. PW

N I.    , /. A' /.
<    2     "77^7  +-T7T  <22

,=«+! p(i-i)     p(',)      ,=„ p(4) '
The lower bound

IU     dr     .  íi - í-i   ^      '/

P(r) P(/,) 2/7(0

is clear since/ is nondecreasing. These estimates combine to give

1     n I -/     j ni

2(>r+. P(i)     A   P(r)        ènPih)

from which it follows that the series 2(/p(/,) and the integral f°°p   x(r) dr

converge or diverge together. Since p(r) < p(r) we have

Ç'n   dr    < Ç'n   dr        ~y      l¡

K   Pi')     K   P(r) PnPi.lt)'

If we include our additional condition that rp(r) is nondecreasing then we

also have the lower estimate

f' -ÉL.      f'    rdr    > HzJizl 3l'
L,1pT)      h-,rp(r) />(/,) Spa)

and hence the integral ¡cop~x(r)dr and the series 2///p(//) converge or

diverge together since
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3      N I ri     d N       I

8,^,7$) <KW) <2i?n7ti~)'
We can now choose /* and the sequence {',}. Let e, T > 0 and / > 1 be

given and choose n so large that {(x, t) E Q; |x| < I, t < T) Q fi(/„_i, 0)

and

CM

txp(l„p(ln)) - I
< s.

Here M and C are the constants from the growth condition and proper^' ^

Choose N so that

N

2 b-, > T,

which can be done since 26, diverges and set /* = lN. We define tN = 0 a" '

N

t¡ =   2   bj   tor i = n — 1, n,..., N — I.
j-i+i

We  wish  to  apply  property  (T)  iteratively  in   the  sets  fi(/^, '

ß((/v-i> í/v-i) 3 • • • 2 ß(/„-i. '„-.)•   We   first  must  establish   the   set

containment fi(/,, t¿) D fi(^_,, /,_,) for / = «,..., N. Since /, > /,_, it suf-

fices to show that

kU-i-rf. k(lt-r)2
'-'+ -li^TT < '<+ W=7)  ¡ol0<r< ''-'■    (41)

We note that

2-v<(l + p)l0p(l0)<(l + p)lj>(li)

since rp(r) is nondecreasing, and hence we have

,  *tf-i - '? mt  , b  ,  *K-i - rf''-' +   8A(2 - *) . " '' + *' +   8A(2 - *)

</'+8Ä(^)^-'-r>2 + (/'-/-)2]-

The inequality (4.1) then follows from the estimate

(4 - rf- (/,_, - r)2= (/,. - /,_,)(/, + /,_, - 2r) > (I, - /,_, )2

forO < r < /,_,.

We now apply property (T) first in fi(/*, 0) = 2(lN, tN). As in Case 1 we

take

Kx = 0   and    K2 = M exp(plNp(lN ))

to obtain the estimate
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/                    k(lN - \x\)2 \
u(x, t) < CM expl plNp(lN)-^- I   in 2(lN, tN).

Restricting attention now to those (x, t) E 2(lN, tN) with |x| < lN_x and

/ < tN-x = bN, we have

k(lN - |x|)2 \
u(x, t) < CM exp  plNp(lN)

$hbK

= CMexp(-lNp(lN)). (4.2)

We next apply property (T) in 2(lN_ „ tN_,) with

Kx = CM exp( - lNp (lN ))   and K2 = M exp( plN_xp (lN_, ))

to obtain

u(x,t) < CMexp(-lNp(lN))

+ CM exp^lN_xP(lN_x) -  zh{t_tNi)]

in ß(/Ar_j, tN_x). Restricting attention to those (x, /) G 2(lN_x, tN_x) with

|x| < lN_2 and t < tN_2 = /Ar_, + bN_x we have

u(x, f) < CMexp{-lNp(lN)}

u rii      Í /       f#     *     M^-,-^-2)2 ]+ CM exp   ulN_xp(lN_x )-^—-

= CM exp{-/„/»(/„)} + CMexp{-lN_xp(lN_x)}.      (4.3)

In particular, from (4.2) and (4.3), we have the estimate

u(x, t) < CM(exp{-lNp(lN)} + exp{-lN_xp(lN_x)})

in the set {(x, 0 E fi: |x| < I, t < tN_2) u {(x, /) E 2(lN_x, tN_x): \x\ <

lN-2, t < tN_2). If we continue in this fashion then, in general, we obtain the

estimate, for / = N, N — 1, ..., n,

N

u(x, t) < CM*2 exp{-ljp(lj)}
j=i

valid in the set {(x, t) E fi: |x| </,/«,/,_,} U ((x, /) E fi(/„ t¡): \x\ < /,_„

t < /,_,}. In particular, taking / = n we have

N

u(x, t)<CM^ exp{ - Ijp(lj)}    for (x, t) E fi, |x| < I, K T,  (4.4)
/-«

since /„_, > / and /„_, > T by construction. Applying the inequalities
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P(l¡) =P(J¡) > P(ln) =Pi!n)   for i - n, n + 1.N,

ln+J > 2ln+J_x > ■ ■ ■ > 2>/„ > (1 +j)l„   torj = 0, 1, 2,...,

we obtain the result

u(x, t)< CM "2 exp{-ljp(lj)} < CM   2    exp{-jl„p(l„))
j=n j=l

<ar||M-W4)})'-^t«)).1<>
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